An NMR technique for measurement of magnetic field gradient waveforms.
Almost all NMR imaging and localized spectroscopic methods fundamentally rely on the use of magnetic field gradients. It follows that precise information on gradient waveform shape and rise-times is often most useful in experimental MRI. We present a very simple and robust method for measuring the time evolution of a magnetic field gradient. The method is based on the analysis of the NMR signal in the time domain, and requires no specialized field measurement probes for its implementation. The technique makes use of the principal that for small flip angles the excitation profile is a good approximation to the Fourier transform of the radio frequency pulse shape. Creation of the NMR signal can be considered as an inverse Fourier transform and thus variation of the gradient strength during the excitation pulse influences the shape of the NMR signal. Although originally designed for measurement of the rise time only, we have now extended the technique to measure the exact time course of the gradient. The theory is confirmed by experimental results for gradient waveform field measurements in a high-field vertical bore system.